
Objectives

 Provide cultivators and processors licensed by
MMCP with a label template which displays all
rule-required information in a standard format

 Create a standardized label in a format that is
familiar to patients that will allow access to
essential information at-a-glance, regardless of
product type or origin

 Provide partial fulfillment of requirements per
OAC 3796:6-3-09(B) and eliminate redundancies
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Background

 Cultivators and processors are required to include
specific product on product labels by OAC 3796:2 and
OAC 3796:3, respectively.

 OAC 3796:6-3-09(A) requires specific information to
be included on a label for a product to be eligible for
sale at a dispensary.

 OAC 3796:6-3-09(B) allows for the exclusion of some
information from a dispensary label if that same
information appears on the manufacturer’s label.
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Requirements

 All manufacturer product labels are required to include:
 Cultivator or processor name & license #

 Product ID

 Product/strain name

 Batch number

 Dates: Harvest/manufacture, packaging, testing, expiration

 Testing lab name & license #

 Cannabinoid info (THC/A, CBD/A)
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Requirements

 Certain manufactured product labels are also required to
include:
 Ingredient list

 Allergens

 Method of administration

 Caution statements / warnings
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Requirements

 MMCP has also required the inclusion of the universal
THC symbol on all products.
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Proposal

 Require producers to utilize MMCP-provided label
templates for all products.

 Include information on the standardized label that
partially fulfills the requirements of OAC 3796:6-3-09
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Plant material

 Displays all required names, dates,
license numbers

 Displays required vital stats on the
product

 Displays all required warnings /
caution statements

 Displays required cannabinoids in
“Total” and constituent formats

 Allows for optional inclusion of non-
required cannabinoids and terpenes
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Edible Products

 Displays all required names, dates,
license numbers

 Displays required relevant stats on
the product

 Displays all required warnings /
caution statements

 Displays required cannabinoids in
“Total” and constituent formats

 Displays ingredient and allergen lists

 Displays method of administration

 Allows for optional inclusion of non-
required cannabinoids and terpenes
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Other Manufactured Products

 Displays all required names, dates,
license numbers

 Displays required relevant stats on
the product

 Displays all required warnings /
caution statements

 Displays required cannabinoids in
“Total” and constituent formats

 Displays method of administration

 Allows for optional inclusion of non-
required cannabinoids and terpenes
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Other Required Information
 Dispensary-applied label (“exit label”) still needs to

include the following, per 3796:6-3-09(A)
 Dispensary name & license number

 Dispensary address

 Date & quantity of dispensation

 Patient name and registry number

 Suggested basic format:
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